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1 NEWTEST REPORTING INTERFACE 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Newtest Reporting is an interface designed to provide user access to quality of service monitoring reports 

from the Newtest solution. 

 

Newtest Reporting natively supports multilingual operation. The languages offered in the standard package 

are French and English; other languages can be added. Please contact your Newtest sales representative 

about the conditions for making additional languages available. 

 

The presentation interface is built on stylesheets that can evolve or be adapted in order to integrate the 

Newtes solution with other products or customize it for your company. Additional languages and changes to 

translations or style sheets may be integrated solely by the publisher. 

 

For the documentation, presentation and views in the examples, this document refers to the English-

language titles and labels, and to the stylesheets that the publisher supplies in the standard software 

package.  

 

Below is a general presentation of the features of the Newtest Reporting interface. The modules available 

and access to functions depend on the general rights in the user license, or specifically to the rights 

available to connected users.   

 

The first chapter below describes the general principles of navigation offered by Newtest Reporting. The 

following chapters explain the specific characteristics of each of the modules.   

  

The modules are presented under the menu with which they are associated: 

• Administration: general settings and account management 

• Preferences: for configuring and managing elements in the system 

• Reports: for access to statistical reports 
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1.2 GENERAL FEATURES OF THE INTERFACE 

1.2.1 CONNECTION PAGE 

This page is displayed when you connect to Newtest Reporting through the authentication page.  

 

The identification area asks for a login and password of a referenced user.  

Open the session by clicking the connection button below the Login and Password fields.  

 

You can open several connections simultaneously using the same Login on different computers. 

A session times out after remaining idle for 20 minutes. This timeout can be modified in Newtest 

Reporting’s IIS server settings. 
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The language of presentation on the connection page is defined in the language preference settings of the 

browser on the connected computer.  

 

 

In the example above for setting languages in Internet Explorer, the Newtest Reporting connection page is 

displayed in English. If there is no exact match with the language code, a related language is used: [en-gb] 

(“British English”), for instance, instead of [en-ca] (“Canadian English”). If a certain language is not 

available, the default presentation will be in [en-gb] (British English). You can consult the standard list of 

languages supplied in Configuration menu > Users/Companies.  

 

 

1.2.2 GENERAL INTERFACE 

Newtest Reporting’s presentation interface comprises three elements. 

 

1.2.2.1 MODULE SELECTION TABS 

 

• Reports: access to interactive display of reports  

• Operation: access to the properties characterizing user preferences and favorites 

• System: user administration, system parameters and label translation 
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1.2.2.2 NEWTEST REPORTING HOME PAGE 

The Newtest Reporting home page provides one-click access to all the available functions. 

 

 

1.2.2.3 MODULE MENUS 

Each module’s menu can be accessed by clicking the module tab page. 

 

• The Reports module provides access to reports associated with businesses and locations, as well as for 

reports associated with custom groups.   

• The Operation module allows you to set favorite reports and administer subscriptions. 

• In the System module you can define users, manage application settings, and translate the labels that 

appear in the interface. 

 

Access reports by selecting in the Reports menu: report (Business/Location), for example.  

The treeview in the lefthand pane lists the various reports available: 
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Click a report category to display the list of available reports. For instance, within the “Dashboards” 

category are found the following reports: 

 

 

 

1.2.2.4 DISPLAY PANE AND DISPLAY CONTROL PANEL 

The main part of the interface is made up of the window in which reports are displayed, or lists and 

descriptions for Administration and Preferences. A control panel offers options for selecting display settings 

and applying context-specific management or viewing options. 

 

These features are described in the chapters on the Reports, Administration, and Preference modules. 
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1.3 REPORTS MODULE 

This section is a general introduction to selecting and displaying reports. Detailed information on the 

reports offered by Newtest Reporting is given in a separate document, Newtest Reporting Statistical 

Reports.  

 

1.3.1 REPORT CATEGORIES 

The statistical reports provided by Newtest Reporting are organized according to types of report and the types 

of user for whom they are designed. 

  

• Dashboards: general reports on SLA, summaries of executions and user satisfaction, most specifically 

oriented towards executives and business managers 

• Availability/Performance: analyses of availability and performance indicators, most specifically oriented 

towards IT managers and those in charge of applications 

• Response times: analyses of response times most specifically oriented towards IT and telecom teams 

• Operating reports: monitoring reports designed for Newtest administrators 

• Error categories: analyses of the causes of unavailability designed for IT and telecom teams 

• Custom reports and External Reports: categories designed to accommodate external reports or 

customized reports (additional charge) 

 

In the Favorites section, accessible to all categories of user, it is possible to save links to reports that the 

user wishes to consult on a regular basis. 

 The administrator can create favorites at the company and user groups levels. These favorites also appear 

in the “Favorites” section of the profiles of users who belong to that company or user group(s). 

 

Access to the reports in these categories depends on the rights attached to the category of user. User 

categories are:   

• Administrators and Operators (rights assigned in NMC) 

• IT Operators 

• IT Managers 

• Executive Managers 

• Favorites Users 
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 Favorites Dashboards Availability / 

Performance 
Response 

times 
Operating 

reports 
Error 

categories 

Administrators and 

Operators 
X X X X X X 

IT Operators X X X X X X 

IT Managers X X X                    X - - 

Executive 

Managers  
X X         - - - - 

Favorites Users X - - - - - 

 Table of report access rights, by user category  

 

 

1.3.2 REPORTS CONTROL PANEL 

The panel that controls the display of reports allows you to choose display settings for statistical reports. The 

values entered in the user’s preferences are used as default values for reports. 

 

As you navigate, the parameters shown change to reflect the actions or characteristics specific to the reports 

that you view. 

 

There is a consistency check on the detail of the results view. Newtest Reporting allows 90 days’ worth of 

detailed data to be consulted. Data older than that is segmented by daily aggregated results, which are 

available for over a year (default period is 400 days). For further information on the conservation of results, 

refer to documentation on Newtest Datawarehouse in Newtest for Active Monitoring Technical 

Recommendations.   

 

The precision of the start and end times depends on the viewing period that you selected. The display 

adjusts automatically to recenter the report on the timeframe you specified (see Granularity below).  
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Control panel for a report 

 

 

• The row of buttons at the top allows you to select the timeframe to be covered by the report: 

• CUSTOM: free selection of starting and ending dates and times. 

• DAY, WEEK, MONTH, QUARTER, YEAR: sets the administrative timeframe that contains the date and time that are 

currently displayed as the start (“From”) date and time. For instance, if the date and time displayed for “From” 

is “12/07/2011”, the display period applied when you click the [MONTH] button will be “From 01/07/2011 To 

31/07/2011”.  

• PAST 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS, 30 DAYS, 3 MONTHS, 12 MONTHS: sets the rolling timeframe that ends on the date and time 

currently displayed as the end (“To”) date and time.  

For example, if the date and time displayed for “To” is “12/07/2011”, the display period applied when you 

click the [PAST 30 DAYS] button will be “From 13/06/2011 To 12/07/2011”. 

 

 

• Below the row of timeframe buttons is the control area where time settings for report views are specified. 

Its features allow you to select dates and times delimiting the start and end of the range of data 

displayed. 

When you click the start or end date for the display, a selection calendar appears. Depending on the 

timeframe selected, fields for specifying the time of day appear at the bottom. 

 

The types of dates available for modification reflect the type of timeframe you choose.  

The inverse is also true: depending on the type of date you choose, the type of timeframe may change. For 

instance, if you click the administrative timeframe “MONTH”, and then select a start date other than the 1st of 

a month or an end date other than the last day of the month, the active button is changed to “PAST 30 DAYS” 

(rolling timeframe). 
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The arrows are for moving backward or forward to preceding or following periods, in line with the timeframe 

selected.  

The dropdown list next to Granularity allows you to select the grain of the data presented in the report. This 

option is available only for reports that show the evolution of results over time. Newtest Reporting offers data 

aggregated in fine to coarse grains of 5 or 15 minutes, 1 day, and 1 month. The type of grain available 

depends on the length of the overall period selected. 

Calendars, defined within the Newtest Management Console interface (refer to the Newtest Management 

Console User’s Manual), can be associated with monitored transactions, which allows you to assign a period 

(24/7, Business and Critical) to each week. Each transaction may be assigned its own calendar. 

• The period 24/7 covers all measured data.  

• The period Business defines the periods during which the main users of the application are active.  

• The period Critical identifies specific times within Business periods. 

By selecting a period (24/7, Business or Critical) within a timeframe, only the results corresponding to that 

period are taken into account in the report shown. Different SLA objectives can be associated with each of 

the periods and are shown in reports.  

 

• Below the controls for timeframes and periods in the report control panel is an area for selecting the 

business and location where you can specify which transactions and measurements to display. Business 

and location hierarchies appear when you click the arrow next to the business or location label. 

 

Note: only the hierarchies that the user is authorized to view are displayed.   

 

 

 

Tree for selecting an element in a Business hierarchy 

 

 

 

For reports which offer a measurement-oriented view, you may, depending on the report, select one or 

more measurements to display by clicking the arrow to the right of “Measurement”. The measurements 

which appear in the drop-down box correspond to the level of the Business hierarchy selected. 
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Tree for selecting measurement reports 

 

The checkboxes on the upper righthand side of the measurement selection tree allow you to either “select 

all” or “unselect all”. 

 

Note: only the hierarchies for which the user has rights are displayed. 

 

 

 

Tree for selecting an element in a Location hierarchy 

 

The checkboxes on the upper righthand side of the measurement selection tree allow you to either “select 

all” or “unselect all”. 

 

 

   A click on this button generates the report in line with the settings entered. An 

initial report, generated with the user’s preferred settings, appears automatically. Subsequently, when 

settings in the report control panel have been modified, you must click this button to display your report. 

 

   To view the preceding/following page. 

 

 To hide/display the menu bar. 
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   To add the current report to the connected user’s favorites, with the 

selected search settings.   

 

 

When a report is displayed, additional features appear at the bottom of the report control panel:  

 

The features, from left to right: 

• arrows to navigate the pages of the report 

• a dropdown list for re-sizing the view 

• export formats for the report 

• a button for refreshing the display 

• a button for printing the report 

 

 

Several formats for exporting the report are available: 

 

 

Click “Export” to export the report in the designated format.  
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1.3.3 GENERAL FEATURES OF THE PRESENTATION OF REPORTS 

The reports provided by Newtest Reporting supply general information similar that shown in the examples 

below. Details on each type of report are given in the document Newtest Reporting Statistical Reports.  

 

Report header: 

 

 

The top line shows the name of the report on the left and the date and hour the report was generated on 

the right.   

Below that, the report’s search criteria are shows in bold: the period of data displayed and the selection 

(Business, Location, Custom Group, measurement, etc.) 

The calendar associated with this report appears on the right. In the example above, the calendar period 

associated with the report is a 24/7.   

In the case of reports which allow the location to be selected, the report header shows the locations in a list 

between parentheses: 

 

Report footer: 

At the bottom of the report, a legend summarizes the characteristics of the report. 

 

The report is identified by a unique code, regardless of language the report is displayed in. This code appears 

below the legend at the bottom of the report. In the example above, the code is ITO-PRF-AVW-002.  

 

Important: If you encounter any problem with the report, this is the code that you should 

communicate to Newtest support. 

 

 

1.3.4 NAVIGATING REPORTS 

This section explains the general rules for navigating within reports. Please refer to the document entitled 

Newtest Reporting Statistical Reports for more information about reports that are delivered with the standard 

package.   

 

You can navigate within reports using clickable links which allow you to:   

• drill down to deeper levels of the hierarchy from Business or Location elements in the report 

• focus on a particular period: a day in the month, an hour in the day, etc.   
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For example, by clicking ‘Ip-label audit’ below:  

 

the following details appear, arranged by business branch:  

 

 

 

1.4 OPERATION MODULE 

1.4.1 FAVORITES 

This page allows the administrator to manage favorites that will be available to all the users in this group. 

These favorites appear in each user’s list of favorites along with the user’s personal favorites and the 

favorites of the company that the user belongs to.  

Please refer to the section on managing Favorites in the Administration module for detailed information on 

managing favorites. 

 

1.4.2 MANAGING FAVORITES 

Favorites are a way of facilitating access to reports that the user regularly needs to consult using pre-

recorded parameters. Such reports become “favorites”. They appear in the interface as a category of report 

(in the first navigation pane shown on startup). 
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Favorites can be grouped together in folders in order to organize them and simplify navigation. Favorites 

are managed at the user, group or company level. After connecting to NEP, the user can access his or her 

favorites, as well as those associated with the group that the user belongs to, and those of his or her 

company. 

 

1.4.2.1 LIST OF FAVORITES 

The list of favorites is accessible in the treeview in the lefthand pane.  

 

 

The information shown: the folder(s) that contain the favorite, and the name of the favorite 

The link “New favorite” takes you to the interface for creating a favorite. 

The link “New folder” takes you to the interface for creating a folder to contain favorites. 

[DELETE] is for deleting the selected row(s). 

 

 

1.4.2.2 EDITING A FOLDER 

In the Operation menu, under Favorites 

  

 

You can edit folders of favorite reports in the tree on the left: 
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The fields to fill in: 

• the folder’s name 

• the parent folder to which it belongs, if any 

 

You can create a hierarchy in which to organize favorites to display them in a coherent fashion.  

 

[SAVE] is for saving the settings 

[CANCEL] to return to the initial parameters. Caution: you cannot perform this operation after clicking the 

SAVE button. 

[DELETE] for deleting the record, subject to certain controls. 

 

1.4.2.3 EDITING A FAVORITE 

 

The fields to fill in: 

• the name of the favorite 

• the folder which contains the favorite 

• the name of the report invoked by the favorite 

• the settings applicable to the report 

• the users who have access to the favorite 

 

The selection of reports shows that the list organized as in the general reports menu. A report name 

followed by (CG) means that the report belongs to a Custom Group. 

Next, users with rights to view the favorite(s) can be associated.  

 

Some parameters may not be required, depending on the report. Possible settings: 

• the business and location, or custom group  

• the level in the hierarchy 
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• the measurement(s) 

• the timeframe covered and the grain to apply to the display (it is useful to specify grain only in graphs 

showing changes over time) 

• the type of business period (calendar) to view  

The period covered in the report is either the one that contains the current day, or the one preceding the 

period that contains the current day. 

Thus for 16 June, if you want the favorite to cover a month including the current day, the report will display 

the period from 1 to 30 June. If the favorite is configured not to include the current day, the report will cover 

the period from 1 to 31 May. 

 

[SAVE] is for saving the settings 

[CANCEL] to return to the initial parameters. Caution: you cannot perform this operation after clicking the 

SAVE button. 

[DELETE] for deleting the record, subject to certain controls. 

 

1.4.3 MANAGING SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Newtest Reporting can generate reports and automatically e-mail them or export them to a disk. This 

functionality is available in the form of subscriptions which associate recipients with a report having specific 

execution parameters. 

For a complete view of available reports please refer to a separate document entitled Newtest Reporting 

Statistical Reports.  

  

The treeview in the lefthand pane displays the subscriptions that have been defined. 

 

 

Click an e-mail subscription under E-mails to access the main screen, as below: 
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The information shown for a report intended for e-mailing: 

• checkboxes for selecting one or more rows 

• the name of the report 

• frequency of report generation: daily, weekly, monthly 

• export format (Excel, PDF, HTML, etc.) 

• the report’s display language for recipients 

• description 

• list of recipients 

  

In the same way, to export a File click ‘disk export’ to view the settings for the folder and the filename, as 

below: 

 

 

The information and options shown for a report that is intended to be exported to a disk: 

• checkboxes for selecting one or more rows 

• the name of the report 

• frequency of report generation: daily, weekly, monthly 

• export format (Excel, PDF, HTML, etc.) 
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• the report’s display language for recipients 

• description 

• destination file path 

 

 

1.4.3.1 CREATING A SUBSCRIPTION 

Click “New e-mail subscription” in the menu:  

 

 

The following window will appear:   

 

 

The fields to fill in: 

• the name of the report to invoke (see “Newtest Reporting Statistical Reports” for the list of reports 

available with Newtest Reporting) 

• the report’s delivery format:  Excel, PDF, HTML or image (.tiff) file  

• a description to make the report easier to identify 

• the daily, weekly or monthly schedule (see information below) 
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• for e-mailed reports: the names of recipients, to select from existing users or groups (use of e-mail 

addresses). It is also possible to enter recipients’ addresses directly in the textbox.  

 

• for reports exported to a disk: the file export path and the write method 

 

1.4.3.2 SCHEDULE DETAILS 

The time that subscription processing takes place is set in the list of system settings, and its default execution 

time is 2 am. 

After selecting the frequency, click [SAVE] to access the schedule settings entry form. 

Subscriptions having a generation frequency of “Daily” are generated each day at the scheduled time. 

 

 

 

For subscriptions having a “Weekly” generation frequency, the day(s) on which the subscription is to be 

generated must be specified in the interface.  

 

This way you can request that a weekly report be generated several times a week.  
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For subscriptions having a “Monthly” generation frequency, the day(s) on which the subscription is to be 

generated must be specified in the interface.   

 

The report can be generated either on a day or days of a week in the month, or on specific dates in the month. 

 

 

1.4.3.3 EXAMPLES OF SCHEDULE SETTINGS 

To generate a daily report showing results from the preceding day, the parameters would be: 

Frequency: Daily 

Timeframe: Day   Granularity: 1-hour period  Today inclusive: NO 

 

To generate a report at the beginning of each week showing the results of the preceding week, the 

parameters would be: 

Frequency: Weekly  On day(s): Monday 

Timeframe: Week  Granularity: 1-day period  Today inclusive: NO 

 

To generate a report at the beginning of each month showing the results of the preceding month, the 

parameters would be: 

Frequency: Monthly  On date(s): (enter report generation date) 

Timeframe: Month  Granularity: 1-day period  Today inclusive: NO 

  

 

To generate a daily report showing the results of the preceding days, the parameters would be: 

Frequency: Daily  

Timeframe: 30 days  Granularity: 1-day period  Today inclusive: NO 
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1.4.3.4 REPORT SETTINGS 

As when managing favorites, the options for report parameters depend on the type of report selected. 

Possible settings: 

• language displayed in reports 

• the business and location, or custom group  

• the level in the hierarchy 

• the timeframe covered and the granularity to apply to the display (it is useful to specify grain only for 

graphs showing changes over time)  

• the measurement(s) 

• the type of period (calendar) to view  

 

 

The period covered in the report is either the one that contains the current day, or the one preceding the 

period that contains the current day. 

Thus for 16 June, if you want the favorite to cover a month including the current day, the report will display 

the period from 1 to 30 June. If the report is configured not to include the current day, it will cover the period 

from 1 to 31 May. 

 

1.4.3.5 SETTINGS FOR E-MAILING OF REPORTS 

The options for e-mailing reports allow you to set the addresses of the recipients of the messages. You can 

select them from the users listed within Newtest Reporting or enter addresses manually in the field “Other 

recipients”, putting a semi-colon ( ; ) before each subsequent address.  
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1.4.3.6 SETTINGS FOR EXPORTING TO A DISK 

Options for exporting reports to a disk allow you to type the path of the directory where you want to store 

the files, the name of the file and the rules to apply when a file with an identical name exists. The option 

“Write mode” offers a choice of « overwrite », which will cause the deletion of the previous file, or 

“autoincrement” which will add a numeric increment to the end of the filename (xxx : _ 1 ; 2 ; etc.).  

 

The keywords [YEAR], [MONTH] and [DAY] may be used in the file path. They will be updated with the values 

corresponding to the start date of the period of data displayed in the report each time the report is 

generated. 

 

Settings for a ‘network’ export to a server other than the Newtest Reporting server 

 

In the case of an export via the network, you must enter a login and password for connecting to the server. 

In the field “Destination file”, type the full path in UNC format. For instance: 

\\SRVINT1\REPORTS\[YEAR]\[MONTH]\SLA_Summary 

 

 

 

Settings for an export to the Newtest Reporting server 

 

When exporting “locally”, the destination file is set within the application settings (LocalExportRoot). In the 

field “Destination file”, enter the relative file path. For instance: [YEAR]\[MONTH]\[DAY]\SLA_Summary. 
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1.5 SYSTEM MODULE 

The system tab page is for administering users, configuring the interface, and managing translations. 

 

 

 

1.5.1 GESTION DES UTILISATEURS 

This module is for administering users, user groups and companies. Users are people who have an account 

for accessing Newtest Reporting.  

 

The treeview in the lefthand pane displays the users declared in the interface. Users are grouped by 

company.  

 

NOTE: users are first defined in Newtest Management Console, The information is updated 

the next time the NMC and NRS databases are synchronized. 

 

In the NRS interface, user groups can be created for users who belong to a same company in the interest of 

facilitating their management (sharing of Favorites, e-mail recipients of subscriptions). A user can belong to 

one or more user groups.  
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After a user group has been created, it can be used, for example, as a recipient of a report, as shown 

below: 

 

 

 

The Users/Companies list shows the companies, user groups and server connection accounts which, 

according to the rights of each, are able to access Newtest Enterprise Portal information and functions.  
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In the main window on the right, users are arranged by company. The following information is shown:  

• Icon indicating whether the element is a user group or a user. For users, a green (active) or red (inactive) 

icon indicates whether the user has connection rights. Rights may be suspended temporarily.   

• Login shows the name of the account (login). 

• Category signifies which rights the user has on Newtest Enterprise Portal. 

• Status is a reminder whether the user has active or inactive connection rights. 

• e-mail address of the user. 

  

 

1.5.2 EDITING A USER’S FOLIO 

Each user’s folio comprises three tab pages: 

• Properties: for accessing general information 

• Preferences: for accessing the user’s display preferences 

• Favorites: for managing the user’s favorites 

 

NOTE: users are defined on Newtest Management Console and this information is set in the 

NMC interface. It is not editable.  
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The information and options shown: 

• the user’s administrative information: last name, first name, address, telephone number, and e-mail 

address, which may be the user’s recipient address for report subscriptions 

• the user’s connection settings: the user’s login, status (active or inactive), the company that the user 

belongs to, the category of user, the language of the interface, and a field for modifying the password 

• restrictions on access to business hierarchies, location hierarchies, and custom groups (you can also limit 

users’ access to one or more hierarchies) 

• the category of profile. This is defined in NMC both for NMC actions and to manage specific rights in the 

NRS, as shown below: 
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The account categories available for NRS are as follows: 

• Favorites Users 

• Executive Managers 

• IT Managers  

• IT Operators 

• Operators 

• Administrators 

• Super Administrators 

 

The rights associated with each category are summarized in the table below: 

 Management 

of preferences 

and favorites 

Dashboards Availability / 

performance 

Response 

times 

Operating 

reports 

Error 

categories 

Management 

of 

subscriptions 

Management 

of users 
Management 

of system 

parameters 

Super 

Administrators 
x x x x x x x 

Administrators x x x x x x - 

Operators x x x x x - - 

IT Operators x x x x - - - 

IT Managers x x x - - - - 

Executives x x - - - - - 

Favorites Users x - - - - - - 

Table of access rights to reports and modules by user category 

 

 

1.5.2.1 ACCESS RIGHTS 

A user’s access rights are circumscribed by those of the company to which the user belongs. The company 

may have specific access restrictions. 

The option “No restriction” allows the user to access all results, whatever Business and/or Location hierarchy 

they belong to.   

When you select a Business and/or Location hierarchy, the user’s rights are restricted to the data situated 

at and below that level of the hierarchy.  
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“Custom groups” are available only for Newtest Enterprise Portal servers with rights for the use of this module. 

 

1.5.3 EDITING A COMPANY’S FOLIO 

Click the name of a company in the treeview in the lefthand pane to edit the company’s folio. 

As is the case with users, companies are created on the NMC and are not editable.   

 

The information shown: 

• the name of the company 

• administrative information (address, contact, telephone) 

• restrictions on access to business and location hierarchies as well as custom groups, applicable to all 

users in this company 

• default preferences for creating new user profiles. Changes to these settings do not affect the 

preferences of existing users. 

  

[SAVE] for saving the settings 

[ACTIVATE] and [DEACTIVATE] to activate or prevent access to NEP for members of this company. 

[DELETE] for deleting the record, subject to certain controls.  

[CANCEL] to return to the initial parameters. Caution: you cannot perform this operation after clicking the 

SAVE button. 

 

1.5.4 EDITING A USER GROUP’S FOLIO 

Click the name of a user group in the treeview in the lefthand pane to edit the user group’s folio.  

 

 

The information shown: 

• the name of the group  

• the company with which it is associated 

• the list of users who belong to this group 

 

The settings of the group’s members can be edited: 

• their user category 

• their display language 

• access restrictions to business and/or location hierarchies and custom groups 
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To do so, check the boxes corresponding to the settings you wish to modify for all the members of the 

group, enter the new settings, and click [Apply]. 

 

1.5.5 SYSTEM SETTINGS 

This module presents the general settings used by Newtest Reporting. The Application dropdown list allows 

you to filter the display to a specific category of parameters. 

The [Default] button allows you to apply default parameters as they appear in the column “Default value” in 

the table. 

 

Available settings: 

• the time at which reports are automatically generated for subscriptions 

• the data purge settings (singly and daily, etc.) 

• Single Sign-On (subject to license), which can be activated for AD/LDAP, SiteMinder 

• the report export directory 

 

Important: if your target export location is an external network drive, you must ensure that 

access to it will be open before you start up Newtest Reporting.  

 

1.5.6 LABEL TRANSLATION 

All labels in the pages of the Newtest Reporting interface are identified in a database. This module is for 

customizing labels and adding language support to the interface. 

This module is not activated in the standard package. Please get in touch with your Newtest contact for any 

development request. 


